HCI ARTICULATING WALL MOUNT
FOR BEDSIDE TABLETS and TVs
Outreach-V3-Wall

Designed for Healthcare
Smooth, Silent Operation
VESA Mount Includes Hand Grip
Adjustable Viewing Angles with 360˚
Movement
Hidden Cable Management
Lightweight, Durable Construction
Easy Installation; No Exposed
Mounting Screws
Two VESA Patterns

Shown with HCI 13” BedMate Tablet TV

Secure and Versatile
The new Wall Mount Articulating Arm for Tablets
and TVs installs securely and offers 360˚ articulating
movement for optimal viewing. The Articulating
Wall Mount offers smooth, silent operation with no
exposed mounting screws or wires – hidden cable
management is built right in. This tablet mount
offers two VESA patterns, 75mm and 100mm, to fit
the needs of your facility. It features fully cleanable
surfaces to help with infection control and can be
cleaned with any hospital-grade cleaners.
Engage and Teach
The flush-mounted plate for the articulating arm
stays secure on the wall. Position the Wall Mount
Arms at patient side walls or headwalls to allow
video calls with loved ones or telemedicine visits
where the patient is comfortable viewing and
participating in the call on their bedside tablet. The
Wall Mount Arm makes it easy for patients to
control their bedside TV and access educational
content or self-service options on BedMate Tablet
TVs. These sleek Wall Mount Arms make video calls
and engagement on attached interactive tablets
easy.
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Ergonomic Patient-Forward Design
The Wall Mount Articulating Arm fits HCI 13″ and
15″ BedMate bedside Tablet TVs or other touchenabled tablets. With a lighter weight and
ergonomic halo/hand grip at the base of the tablet,
patients can adjust the tablet and Arm to their
preference for optimal viewing. The Arms stay put
once positioned and there is no gradual, annoying
“sink” of the Arm angle. Arm operation is easy for
patients with movement challenges or weak hands
or fingers.
The Articulating Arms in the product series feature
silent motion, hidden cable management and there
are no exposed mounting screws. The Arms work
with HCI Health-Key wireless keyboards for even
more options for an outstanding patient
experience.
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